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Abstract
Previous work on Silvester Creek, designated critical habitat of a pure native population of
threatened Westslope Cutthroat Trout under Canada’s Species At Risk Act (SARA), found
dangerously high levels of suspended sediment arising from 41 known or suspected sediment
sources, mostly part of an extensive network of roads and trails used by off-highway vehicles.
Not all potential sources of suspended sediment were confirmed in that work, especially in
the upper watershed. I conducted a sediment source survey to identify and confirm likely
sediment sources in the upper watershed on 5 August 2013. I identified and confirmed or reconfirmed a total of 24 sediment sources, of which 21 were previously unidentified. Of these,
all but one were runoff from roads or trails. One was apparently natural bank erosion, and at
least two were additionally influenced by livestock trampling. One cutline previously
identified as a probable sediment source was shown to be recovering well, and not likely
producing sediment runoff to Silvester Creek. Currently there are 61 known and suspected
sources contributing to high suspended sediment concentrations in Silvester Creek,
distributed from its extreme headwaters to < 500 m of the barrier falls above the creek mouth.
To adequately protect the critical habitat of Westslope Cutthroat Trout, it is necessary to close
and reclaim a large part of the dense network of off-highway vehicle trails, especially those in
the extreme headwaters and in the riparian margins of the mainstem and tributaries.
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Introduction
Silvester Creek is designated critical habitat for Westslope Cutthroat Trout, the native Alberta
stocks of which are identified as Threatened under Canada’s Species At Risk Act (SARA), and
are also recognized as Threatened under Alberta’s Wildlife Act. Previous work has shown that
the watershed as a whole is at high risk from increased peak flows and increased surface
erosion from the combined effects of clear-cut logging and road development, and that there
has been substantial actual channel damage (Erdle and Mayhood 2014). Suspended sediment
loading in this basin is sufficient to cause serious harm to the population (Mayhood 2013a, b).
The latter work identified 41 potential and known sediment sources, but did not look at
sediment loading in the upper drainage, except to identify numerous potential sediment
sources.
Here I describe a brief survey conducted 5 August 2013 to confirm (or not) many locations
identified from maps of roads and trails as sediment sources, and to look for additional
sources of fine sediment in the upper Silvester Creek basin.
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Study Area
The study area has been described in detail elsewhere (Tripp et al. 1979, Paul and Dormer
2005). For convenience, a map of the Silvester Creek watershed, showing the linear
disturbance network and known or suspected sediment sources as of July 2013, is provided
again in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Silvester Creek watershed is laced with an extensive linear disturbance network, producing numerous
known and potential sources of fine sediment (half-red dots). From Mayhood (2013a). Base map with road and
trail system from Government of Alberta (2012).
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Methods
I drove the truck trail from Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates1 11U 0659890
5635499 to approximately 11U 0660087 5634490, parked, and walked the same road to the
major left bank tributary at 11U 0660386 5633728. I walked up that tributary to 11U 0659930
5633203, then returned to the main truck trail just above the confluence with Silvester Creek.
From there, I walked to the top of the watershed divide at 11U 0661314, then proceeded along
the watershed divide trail to end at 11U 0660528 5631525. I then retraced my route back to my
car.
Along the route I noted any sediment sources observed, recorded their NAD 83 datum UTM
coordinates using a
handheld Global
Positioning System unit
(Garmin GPSmap 60Cx)
and photographed most of
them. Conditions were
intermittently rainy, which
assisted greatly in
detecting runoff locations.
In the office, I mapped the
sediment source locations
on a calibrated map of the
trail system within the
watershed (Government of
Alberta 2012). Locations
photographed are shown
in Figures 2, 3 and 4.
Figure 2. Key map shows
locations examined and
photographed as actual or
potential sediment sources in the
upper Silvester Creek watershed.
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all UTM coordinates are NAD 83 datum
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Figure 2A. Northernmost locations of sediment sources in principal tributaries of Silvester Creek. Red dot,
sediment source 33 (Mayhood 2013a)
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Figure 2B. Southernmost locations of sediment sources in principal tributaries of Silvester Creek. Red dot,
sediment source 5 (Mayhood 2013a).
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Results
11U 0660061 5634572: Sediment source 33; runoff from the truck trail enters a small
watercourse tributary to Silvester Creek here, re-confirming it as a source of sediment to the
creek. (no photo).
Photo 1684: 11U 0660152 5634304 ± 4m: Sediment sources 30, 31 re-confirmed. Looking N;
livestock trampled banks upstream (left side in photo) of bridge.
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Photo 1685: Approximate location 11U 0660499 5633593; Part of sediment source 13. Note
proximity of channel to road, and cattle trampling.
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Photo 1687: IIU 0660283 5633569 ± 5m, ~1550 m altitude, from left bank. Cattle & quad/ATV
crossing of Silvester Creek left bank tributary.

Photo 1688: 11U 0660283 5633569 ± 5m, ~1550 m altitude, from right bank. Cattle & quad/
ATV crossing of Silvester Creek left bank tributary.
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Photo 1689: Actively eroding banks common between Photo 1688 location and 11U 0659930
5633203 ± 6 m. Evidently natural, water clear. Much evidence of livestock in area.
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Photo 1723: 11U 0660386 5633728. Muddy road runoff enters Silvester Creek tributary at
bridge. Tributary water is clear despite sediment sources upstream (Photos 1687-89).

Photo 1724: Same location as Photo 1723. Looking down from bridge at muddy road runoff
entering Silvester Creek tributary at bridge crossing. Tributary water is clear, muddy water is
runoff from the truck trail.
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Photo 1691: 11U 0660429 5633693 ± 5 m, ~1542 m. ATV crossing on mainstem above tributary
& churned-up road at sediment source 13. Circumvents bridge washout.

Photo 1692: 30 m upstream of previous crossing at 11U 0660429 5633693 ± 5 m, ~1542 m.
Circumvents bridge washout.
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Photos 1693 (top), 1694 (bottom): 11U 0660441 5633638 ± 4 m, ~1545 m altitude. Bridge
washout, muddy ford, from right bank (1693), and left bank (1694)
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Photo 1722: 11U 0660441 5633638 ± 4 m, ~1545 m altitude. Bridge washout, muddy ford,
looking upstream, showing heavy load of suspended sediment from upstream sources.
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Photo 1695: 11U 0660528 5633547 ± 5 m, ~1556 m altitude. Road runoff to creek (right, out of
picture) through grassy meadow
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Photo 1696: Road runoff through grass, steep downhill, to creek (left) 11U 0660675 5633174 ± 5
m, ~1574 m altitude.
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Photo 1697: 11U 0660643 5633155 ± 4 m, ~1567 m altitude. Road runoff enters Silvester Creek
over grassy slope (soggy ground, foreground), straight downhill from source at 11U 0660699
5633138 ± 6 m, ~1578 m
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Photo 1698: 11U 0660715 5633094 ± 4 m, ~1573 m altitude. Road drains to creek.
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Photo 1621: 11U 0660764 5632996 ± 6 m, ~ 1578 m altitude. Road runoff to Silvester Creek.
Deep puddle drains directly into background.
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Photo 1699: 11U 0660774 5632956 ± 4 m, ~1598 m altitude. Road runoff drains to creek via
steep tributary, right side of road.
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Photo 1700: 11U 0660831 5632826 ± 4 m, ~ 1608 m altitude. Road drains to creek (arrow).
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Photo 1701: 11U 0661156 5632070 ± 4 m, 1633 m altitude. Road runoff drains toward creek at
various points all along this reach of road. Note very steep grade on this road in the distance,
which also drains to Silvester Creek.

Photo 1702: 11U 0661190 5632000 ± 4 m, ~1630 m altitude. Road runoff drains to creek in a
channel (right). Note slumping slope, indicated by fallen live trees right hand side of road,
middle distance
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Photo 1718: 11U 0661202 5631976 ± 5 m, ~ 1642 m altitude. Recent slope failure, probably
triggered by road runoff in background right side. Mobilized sediment in the slump block
will eventually be washed into Silvester Creek as it breaks up and erodes. Looking ~N.
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Photo 1703: 11U 0661243 5631884 ± 4 m, 1645 m altitude. Cutline heavily eroded by dirtbike
use. This cutline channels runoff from the cutline and the road straight downhill to the creek.
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Photo 1704: 11U 0661254 5631830 ± 5 m, ~1656 m altitude. Road runoff runs down steep
channel to creek.
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Photo 1705: 11U 0661282 5631787 ± 4m, ~1651 m altitude. Tributary channel flows across road,
drains road runoff to the creek. Note dirt bikers in middle ground. Looking ~ south.

Photo 1706: Same location as Photo 1705. Looking ~ north. Tributary channel, red arrow.
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Photo 1707: 11U 0661482 5631327 ± 3m, ~1671 m altitude. At trail marker 580. Two crossings
of Silvester Creek headwater. Photo from approximately over the culvert passing the creek
water. Runoff on left road comes from heavily eroding trail on the right of the photo, drains
into a wetland pond on left, out of photo, that is the discrete source of Silvester Creek.
Silvester-Muskeg creek divide on skyline in distance.
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Photo 1716: Same runoff on left trail in 1707 after some rainfall, showing muddy runoff.
Sediments end up in Silvester Creek headwater at trail marker 580, 11U 0661482 5631327 ±
3m, ~1671 m altitude.
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Photo 1715: Close-up of drainage on left road shown in Photo 1707, showing extent of
erosion. Source of runoff is the trail on the right in that photo. Sediments end up in Silvester
Creek headwater at trail marker 580, 11U 0661482 5631327 ± 3m, ~1671 m altitude.
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Photo 1714: 11U 0661482 5631327 ± 3m, ~1671 m altitude. Discrete origin of Silvester Creek at
trail marker 580, looking ~ northeast. Silvester Creek headwater in foreground. Suspended
sediments come from road runoff at this crossroads, for example that shown in Photos 1715
and 1716.
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Photo 1717, also cover photo: 11U 0661482 5631327 ± 3m, ~1671 m altitude, at trail marker
580. Looking downstream from Photos 1714 and 1707, Silvester Creek origin.
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Photos 1709 through 1713 (from top to bottom on following pages). Runoff and erosion on
the righthand trail shown in Photo 1707. Virtually this entire trail within the Silvester Creek
watershed is a sediment source, entering Silvester Creek headwater at 11U 0661482 5631327 ±
3m, ~1671 m altitude, at trail marker 580.
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Photo 1708: 11U 0660793 5631251 Cutline leading steeply downhill to unconfirmed sediment
source 5 is recovering well, and shows little to no erosion. Although I did not follow this
cutline down to its crossing point on Silvester Creek, it is clearly little-used except perhaps by
wildlife, and is unlikely to be a significant sediment source.
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Conclusion
This field survey found 21 additional sources of fine sediment not identified previously
(Mayhood 2013a, b), and identified one location previously thought likely to be a sediment
source (5) as probably not a significant source of fine sediments to Silvester Creek. There are
now 61 locations in the Silvester Creek drainage known, or likely contributing to sediment
loading. Of these, 40 are confirmed sources.
Almost all of the sediment sources, and certainly the worst of them, are related to the dense
linear disturbance network (roads, OHV trails, cutlines, pipeline rights-of-way) in the basin.
Especially problematic are those elements within the riparian borders, the truck trail
paralleling the mainstem, and the dense OHV trail network in the upper headwaters near
trail marker 508. To protect critical habitat for Westslope Cutthroat Trout in Silvester Creek, it
is necessary to remove and reclaim significant parts of this network, restoring it to something
resembling its natural condition.
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